PageBlaster™ and PixBlaster™ Embossers

Be the Boss of Your Embosser!

There are already many potential barriers between students and the braille they need—working with hardware shouldn't be one of those barriers! That's why APH has partnered with HumanWare™ and ViewPlus® to bring two embossers to quota.

Designed for use with APH's BrailleBlaster™ software, the PageBlaster and PixBlaster embossers quickly, easily, and cost-effectively provide students with quality braille and tactile graphics.

PageBlaster and PixBlaster

- Prominently feature, are compatible with, and make use of APH's braille transcription software, BrailleBlaster
- Work as a printer on any business or home network
- Produce high-quality, double-sided interpoint braille and tactile graphics
- Support Duxbury and other popular translation programs
- Include accessibility features, such as tactile, accessible labels on the control panel
- Compatible with Mac, Windows, and mobile devices
- USB and Wi-Fi connectivity
- Include QR codes that link to training tutorials

continued...
WHAT OUR FIELD TESTERS HAD TO SAY:

“The embosser is designed very well and with the ease of use incorporated into the design, such as paper feed function. It is nice not to have to reset the top form each time or have the embosser just start off without searching for the top of the form.”

“The embosser is so user friendly. I would say that it would be a great solution to any operation who produces braille or tactiles.”

“It is great for classroom teachers and students who use braille materials daily.”

“Better dot size/height. The graphics came out “crisper” than our older embossers.”

“As a small transcribing group, this embosser would be a very good addition to our work space, as I believe it would be for anyone who might transcribe in small amounts of braille for personal use., i.e., for family members or local community use, fliers, etc.”

PageBlaster 1-08075-00
PixBlaster 1-08070-00

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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